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Abstract: The pollution control problem of discarded lead-acid batteries has become increasingly
prominent in China. An extended producer responsibility system must be implemented to solve the
problem of recycling and utilization of waste lead batteries. Suppose the producer assumes responsi-
bility for the entire life cycle of lead batteries. In that case, it will effectively reduce environmental
pollution caused by non-compliant disposal of waste lead batteries, reduce environmental pollution,
and achieve the sustainable development of lead resources. Based on the operating mechanism of
the extended responsibility system for lead-acid battery producers in China, this article considers
three recycling channel structures: recycling only by manufacturers (mode M), recycling by the union
(mode R), and third-party recycling (mode C). This article comprehensively compares the differences
between the three recycling channels. The research results show that: (1) under the EPR system, the
choice of production companies is affected by the recovery rate and profit rate. (2) By comparing
different recycling channel models, we found that the recovery rate of independent recycling by the
manufacturer is the largest. Still, the profit rate of the manufacturer that entrusts the alliance (M) to
recycle is the highest. The manufacturer can entrust to alliance or independent recycling of waste
lead batteries according to the different profit rates and recovery rates. (3) From the perspective
of the supply chain, independent recycling (M) by production companies or recycling (R) by the
commissioned union may be the best. The choice of recycling channels for producers depends on
independent recycling and commissioning alliance’ recycling costs and reuse costs.

Keywords: lead storage battery; extended producer responsibility system; full life cycle; recycling
mode

1. Introduction

Environmental issues have become a hot spot of concern in all countries. With the
gradual improvement of the Chinese economy, product consumption and waste have
increased rapidly. How to dispose of waste products has become the focus of social
attention. It is also an inevitable requirement for China to promote green development and
build an ecological civilization.

With the continuous expansion of lead-acid batteries in automobiles, electric vehicles, and
communications, the demand for lead-acid batteries is also increasing. In 2020, the production
of lead-acid batteries reached 227.356 million kVA, an increase of 12.28% compared with 2019
in China. The annual waste of lead-acid batteries amounted to 233.32 million KVAh, which
also increased compared to 2019. It is also a heavy task to dispose of many waste lead
batteries, which are growing in number year by year, especially in an environmentally
friendly way to reduce the environmental pollution [1,2].

To speed up the establishment of a long-term recycling and treatment mechanism for
lead-acid waste batteries, the Chinese government issued the Extended Producer Responsi-
bility System Implementation Plan, which proposes implementing an extended producer
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responsibility system in the fields of lead storage batteries. The so-called comprehensive
producer responsibility system (EPR) means that producers are responsible for the products
they produce and the recycling, reuse, and environmental protection. Implementing the
EPR system can effectively reduce the amount of municipal solid waste and increase the
recycling rate of waste resources (Maitre, 2021). Compared with developed countries and
regions such as the European Union and Japan that have fully implemented the EPR system,
EPR implementation in developing countries differs from developed countries. Therefore,
it is an essential part of the global environmental protection action to accelerate the proper
implementation of EPR in developing countries [3].

For example, in developed countries such as Japan, the United States, and Germany,
the recycling and reuse of waste lead batteries consumes high labor costs. In contrast,
disposal and reuse benefits are low. Therefore, the government requires consumers to
recycle waste lead batteries and even pay enterprises or organizations for disposal. A single
waste lead storage battery treatment system was formed, including discharge, recycling,
treatment, and reuse. In contrast, China still regards waste lead batteries as valuable
commodities. There is a complete industrial system for the market’s recovery, treatment,
and reuse of waste lead batteries. Spontaneous recycling in the market is carried out by
lead battery manufacturers, professional recycling companies, professional processing and
recycling companies, and individual recycling personnel. Many other entities participate
in the recycling of waste lead batteries. Under the competitive recycling model, there have
also been non-compliant sales of waste lead batteries, “bad companies driving out good
companies,” unstable recovery rates, and vicious price competition [4,5].

To regulate the recycling and utilization of lead-acid batteries, the Chinese government
has successively introduced a series of policies and measures to strengthen the management
of industry access, and gradually formed a dual market system: the government-approved
“regular” recycling and the “informal” system created by the market to spontaneously
recycle and reuse.

Although previous studies have explored various EPR implementation plans related to
waste treatment and put forward policy recommendations for the effective implementation
of EPR, there is still a lack of in-depth analysis based on Chinese EPR in the recycling and
reusing of waste lead batteries [6].

A large number of studies have shown that if production companies can be motivated
to take the initiative to assume EPR responsibility, and lead battery manufacturers and recy-
cled lead manufacturers are encouraged to cooperate in establishing a cross-administrative
waste lead battery recycling system, it will effectively promote the reasonable collection
and treatment rate of waste lead batteries [7–9]. Under different lead-acid battery recy-
cling modes, the main factors that affect the behavioral choices of each participant have
been analyzed. The behavioral game strategy characteristics of producers, unions, and
third-party recyclers has been scientifically explained. Based on considering the expected
benefits and recovery efficiency of all parties, the optimal realization path of the extended
responsibility system of lead battery producers has been explored. Producers should be en-
abled to use or dispose of waste lead batteries in the most conducive way to environmental
protection to promote the healthy and sustainable development of the waste lead battery
recycling industry.

Therefore, this article mainly conducts the following research. First, the Stackelberg
model outlines the three recycling modes producers can choose in EPR responsibilities.
Secondly, a recycling model was constructed: a producer-led reverse closed-loop supply
chain model commissioned by union and third parties. Under different recycling modes,
this article analyzes the differences in recycling rates, prices, and profits. Finally, based
on the actual survey data of the manufacturing enterprises, we conduct empirical tests
and propose relevant suggestions to provide references for the government to promote the
implementation of EPR reasonably.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Comparative Analysis of Typical Recycling Modes
2.1.1. Reverse Recycling Mode of Production Enterprises

The producer’s reverse recycling model means that lead battery producers need to
independently establish a recycling network and be responsible for tasks such as central-
ized recycling, transportation, classification, and dismantling of waste lead batteries [10].
As shown in Figure 1, lead-acid batteries are purchased by sellers, users of lead-acid bat-
teries, or consumers. After consumption and disposal, following relevant government
requirements, manufacturers will recycle lead-acid waste batteries from consumers, deal-
ers, repairers, recycling companies, etc., and process and reuse them. Under the existing
forward logistics system, lead-acid battery manufacturers need to build a reverse recycling
system and set up recycling outlets by themselves. Specifically, they are responsible for
a series of work processes from recycling and dismantling to reusing and extending the
industrial chain.

Figure 1. Reverse recycling diagram of lead-acid battery manufacturers.

Producers of lead-acid batteries are responsible for recycling and reuse, which will
bring many advantages to enterprises. Producers can rely on the original sales channels
to reverse the recycling of waste lead batteries. On this basis, producers rely on self-built
production systems to run the follow-up links of waste lead battery recycling to obtain
the corresponding economic and social benefits by maximizing the full use-value of lead
storage batteries [11]. In this mode, lead-acid battery producers can better grasp the flow of
resources and reduce the cost of raw materials. Companies are forced to comprehensively
consider how to improve recycling efficiency, from raw material selection, production
process flow, product design, resource reuse, etc. This is conducive to saving resources,
protecting the environment, and shaping a sound social image of the company. However,
in choosing this method they will also face many unfavorable factors. For lead battery
producers, adding a recycling system to the original production system will increase the
system’s complexity.

In addition, producers can form a union for recycling. The alliance recycling model
recycles waste directly on behalf of producers, and it is composed of manufacturers who
produce the same or similar products, or of sellers. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, each
manufacturer in the alliance co-funds the establishment of a specialized recycling and pro-
cessing center. The waste can be transported to the nearest recycling and processing center
for disposal. The alliance model is a strategic partnership of producers forming mutual
trust, risk-sharing, and revenue sharing among enterprises using a standard contract. It
is a planned and lasting mechanism of producer cooperation. The consortium can also
recycle and reuse waste from enterprises outside the alliance when it is profitable after the
regular operation.
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Figure 2. Reverse recycling diagram of lead-acid battery manufacturers.

Figure 3. Third-party social recycling model.

2.1.2. Alliance Recovery Mode

The alliance model has the advantage of scale in terms of utilization and final disposal
of waste compared to the producer’s recycling system model. However, in terms of
recycling waste, it is still a problem to ensure that consumers will hand over the waste to
the producer alliance, rather than throwing it away or selling it to outside parties, resulting
in the waste ending up in illegal use channels. In this regard, the solution is the same
as the producer’s recycling system, and there are two main types of solution: First, the
producer alliance must adopt a deposit system, “trade-in,” “sales and collection ratio of
1:1,” and other ways to incentivize consumers to give the waste to the seller or producers.
The relevant government departments should guide and monitor the implementation of
the deposit system by the union. Second, consumers must put waste in the designated
place at the proper time, and the union will be responsible for transporting the waste away.
If not, the government authorities will impose penalties on consumers.

2.1.3. Third-Party Social Recycling Mode

The third-party recycling model means that after the lead battery is sold, the producer
does not participate in the recycling and reuse process but delegates the responsibility to a
third-party recycling entity. The third party is responsible for the recovery by paying the
corresponding fees [12]. Third-party recycling includes professional recycling companies,
recycled lead companies, etc. Third-party entities establish an organized and standardized
recycling network for waste lead storage batteries. They sign an agreement with the
producer: commissioned recycling. Figure 3 shows that third-party recycling entities need
to set up their outlets and purchase equipment for transportation, sorting, storage, and
dismantling. They sell the processed recycled lead, recycled plastics, and other recycled
raw materials to manufacturers.
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Most scholars advocate a third-party socialized recycling model [13]. Its advantage is
that production companies outsource the recycling business to third-party entities through
the outward allocation of resources, reducing their operational risks. Third-party recycling
companies are professional recycling entities. Their service radius is wide. Within this
radius, they can serve multiple enterprises simultaneously, forming logistics business
sharing among customers. This can significantly improve resource utilization and reduce
unit operating costs. However, there are many shortcomings in this model [14]. For exam-
ple, the third-party recycling company’s proposed cost will directly affect the cooperative
relationship between them and the producer.

Therefore, how do lead-acid battery manufacturers choose an effective recycling
model? Under different recycling modes, which recycling method can maximize the
respective benefits of lead battery manufacturers, alliances, and third parties? This requires
an analytical model: a closed-loop supply chain recycling modeled by the manufacturer to
determine the optimal strategic choice under different channels.

2.2. Basic Assumptions

According to the comparison of recycling models in Section 2.1, we can construct
theoretical models for the prominent participants in the lead-acid battery recycling system:
manufacturers, alliances, third-party companies, and consumers:

1. Assuming that the unit recovery cost of the production enterprise is R0, and the

recovery rate is τ, then
tcycle
ttotal
∗ 100 = τ. This article assumes that the variable cost

is zero for waste lead batteries recycled by the production enterprise to simplify the
theoretical model.

2. The manufacturer’s price of recycling lead-acid waste batteries is b. At this point
b > R0, companies need to face several costs in the actual recycling process, such as
transportation and storage. Suppose the unit investment in fixed assets is I. Among

them: I(τ) = K
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)2
, the convexity and incrementality of this function

reflect that producers need to increase investment in the collection process if they
want to achieve a higher rate of return. K stands for other influencing factors the
company faces in the recycling process.

3. Assuming that the unit cost is Rτ if the recycled lead storage battery is used to produce
new lead storage battery products. The unit cost of using virgin materials to make
lead storage batteries is Rm, and the new product is homogeneous, then the unit cost
of producing lead storage batteries is:

R = Rm

(
1−

tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)
+ Rr

tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100 = Rm − (Rm − Rr)

( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)3
(1)

Therefore, only when the cost advantage of recycling and remanufacturing products
is higher than the cost of recycling, and recycling can bring sure corporate profits, will
production companies have the enthusiasm to recycle waste lead batteries. We will express
Rm − Rr as ∆ = Rm − Rr, which represents the cost savings in the recycling process.

4. Assume that the demand function for lead-acid battery recycling is D(p),D(p) = ϕ− S,
ϕ for the size of the entire market. Among them: ϕ > S > 0. Since the production
company can recycle it independently, it can also entrust a third party and seller.
Therefore, there is a channel selection behavior during the recovery process. Based
on the above conditions, and Savaskan and Van (2006) [15], Zheng et al. (2021) [16],
and Zhao et al.’s (2020) [17] research and conclusions, we will discuss the behavioral
choices of producers in different situations to obtain the best profit selection channels
for manufacturers.
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2.3. Analysis of the Model of Recycling Channels Dominated by Production Enterprises

The Stackelberg model emphasizes that participants have a series of production
decisions and response behaviors [18]. Pioneers dominate and know the action plans of
follow-up participants. Therefore, the latter can choose a profit maximization plan based
on the actions of the former. The producer is the market leader in the producer-led reverse
supply chain model, while retailers and third-party companies follow the recovery task [19].

Under the EPR system, complete specific recycling targets for waste lead batteries must
be met. If the recycling rate is not standard, or the recycling process causes environmental
pollution, the system will penalize it. Manufacturers can choose to recycle independently
or jointly [20]. At this time, the recycling channels of waste lead storage batteries can be
divided into three types: independent recycling by producers, entrusting a third party, and
entrusting distributors.

2.3.1. Independent Recycling Channels for Production Companies (M)

The producer sells directly in the entire information market, and the producer first
determines the self-recovery price Pd and recovery rate τ. The independent recycling
channels of production enterprises are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Diagram of independent recycling channels of production enterprises.

The profit function of the production company is as follows:

maxπM
m

pt

= (pt − ps)

(
1− η − pt + ηpd

1− η2

)
. (2)

ps the wholesale price for the entire market, the manufacturer is the leader of the
Stackelberg game, and the calculation of the balance solution must be based on the decision
sequence. η is the competitive elasticity of substitution between channels, when η → 1 ,
the channels can be fully substituted. In addition to the market wholesale price faced by
the manufacturer, the seller’s profit maximization is:

max
ps ,pd ,τ

πM
R =

(
ps − Rm + ∆

tcycle
ttotal
∗ 100

)(
1−η−ps+ηpd

1−η2

)
−
(

Pd − Rm + ∆
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

))(
1−η−pd+ηp′t

1−η2

)
− K

( tcycle
ttotal
∗ 100

)2 (3)

ps is determined by the market wholesale price, the direct self-recovery price Pd,
and the recovery rate τ =

tcycle
ttotal
∗ 100. In this game model, the manufacturer will first

determine the product’s sales price and then choose the recycling price based on the sales
price [21]. According to the recovery price, we select the recovery rate of the third-party
recovery company under the condition of maximizing profit. Because ps, Pd are strictly
quasi-concave, according to the optimal decision of the production enterprise, we find the
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price of the producer’s independent recycling channel pM∗
d , the price of entrusting the seller

to sell the lead storage battery pM∗
t , production enterprise equilibrium profit πM∗

m , then:

p∗d,M =
4K(1 + η)(1 + Rm)− ∆2(3 + η)

8(1 + η)K− (3 + η)∆2 , (4)

πM∗
m =

K(3 + η)(1− Rm)
2

8(1 + η)K− (3 + η)∆2 , (5)

τM∗
m =

∆(3 + η)(1− Rm)

8(1 + η)K− (3 + η)∆2 . (6)

2.3.2. Commission Alliance Recycling Channels (R)

The process of entrusting sellers to recycle is basically: First, the manufacturer decides
the wholesale price ps, direct recycling channel price Pd, and repurchase price b. The
recovery price decided by the alliance is pt and the recovery rate τ. The affiliate recycling
model is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Recycling diagram of entrusted sellers.

In this case, the union participates in the traditional product sales and collects used
lead batteries. Producers sell wholesale lead-acid batteries and buy back waste lead-acid
batteries from the union at a price b. Producers have a passion for collecting and reusing
waste lead batteries [22]. The price b should not exceed the cost of recycling; thus, for a
given ps, Pd and τ, the maximum profit condition of the alliance is:

maxπR
R

pt,τ

= (pt − ps) +
(

1−η−pt+ηpd
1−η2

)
+b
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)(
1−η−pd+ηpt

1−η2 + 1−η−pt+ηpd
1−η2

)
− K

( tcycle
ttotal
∗ 100

)2 (7)

Since the objective function πm is quasi-concave at pt and τ, using the above function’s
first-order conditions, the producer’s best response function can be obtained:pt(ps, pd, b)
and τ(ps, pd, b). The producer predicts the decision of the lead-acid battery alliance, and the
alliance determines the recycling price pt, manufacturer’s independent recycling channel
price pd, and recovery rate τ. The conditions for maximizing the producer’s profit are:

maxπR
m

pt,τ,b

=
(

pt − Rm + (∆− b)
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

))(
1−η−pt+ηpd

1−η2

)
+
(

pd − Rm + (∆− b)
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

))(
1−η−pd+ηpt

1−η2

) (8)

According to related research by Savaskan and Van (2006) [15], the profit optimiza-
tion problem of producers is usually based on the following two steps: First, when the
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repurchase price b is given, the objective function is quasi-concave at the affiliate’s return
channel price pt and the manufacturer’s independent return channel price pd. The first-
order condition of maxπR

m
pt,τ,b

can be used to describe the optimal value of the recycling price

and the affiliate’s recycling channel price. At this time, the optimal profit of the affiliate is:

maxπR∗
R

b
=

(3 + η)K(1− Rm)
2

4b2(1 + η)− 2b∆(3 + η) + 8(1 + η)K
. (9)

When the producer’s profit is optimal, the affiliate can decide based on the producer’s
optimal profit and the recovery price b. When both the manufacturer and the affiliate make
the best decisions, the earnings of the two parties reach equilibrium. The affiliate’s optimal
return channel price pt and the producer’s independent recycling channel price pd:

p∗t,R =
32K(1 + η)3(3− η + (1 + η)Rm) + ∆2(3 + η)2[(1− η)Rm − 5 + 3η]

4
[
32(1 + η)3K− ∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2

] , (10)

π∗R =
4(1 + η)(3 + η)K(1− Rm)

2

32(1 + η)2K− (3 + η)2∆2
, (11)

τ∗R =
∆(3 + η)2(1− Rm)

32(1 + η)2K− (3 + η)2∆2
. (12)

2.3.3. Entrusting a Third-Party Enterprise to Recycle the Channel (C)

When entrusting a third party to collect, the producer will hand over the work of
recycling lead-acid batteries to a third party [23]. The operation process of this collection
method is as follows: First, the producer determines the price of the self-recycling channel
pd, wholesale prices ps, and repurchase price b. Third-party collectors (including retailers)
assess the cost pt of recycling channels, and the third-party collector determines the recovery
rate τ; model optimization should be considered from the perspective of third-party
collectors. The model diagram of entrusting third-party recycling is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Diagram of third-party recycling of lead-acid batteries.

For a given producer’s independent recycling channel price pd, wholesale prices ps,
and the repurchase price b, the profit maximization condition of the third-party collector is:

maxπc
c

τ
= b

( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)(
1− η − Pd + ηPt

1− η
+

1− η − Pt + ηPd
1− η2

)
− K

( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)2
(13)
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According to the price of third-party recycling channels, retailers can also get the
maximum profit:

maxπc
r

Pt

= (Pt − Ps)

(
1− η − Pt + ηPd

1− η2

)
. (14)

Because of πc
c and the recovery rate τ being pseudo-concave, πc

r is quasi-concave
at Pt. Therefore, given the choice of production enterprises, retailers and third-party
collectors have the best choice. When Pt is given, Pt = 1

2 (1 + Ps − η + ηPd). When

τ = b(3−Ps+η−(2+η)Pd)
4(1+η)K their options are maximized; for producers, retailers, and third-

party collectors, the conditions for maximizing the profits of producers are:

maxπc
m

Ps ,Pd ,b
=
(

Ps − Rm + (∆− b)
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

))(
1−η−Pt+ηPd

1−η2

)
+
(

Pd − Rm + (∆− b)
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

))(
1−η−Pd+ηPt

1−η2

) (15)

Considering the producer’s optimization function, for a given recycling price b, we
can choose the best producer’s independent recycling channel price pd, wholesale prices
ps, and repurchase price b. The optimal value of the producer’s profit is:

maxπc∗
m

b
=

(3 + η)K(1− Rm)
2

2b(b− ∆)(3 + η) + 8(1 + η)K
. (16)

In the process of entrusting third-party recycling, the producer owns the recycling
channel pt, wholesale prices ps, and the optimal values of and the recovery rate τ is:

p∗t,c =
4K(1 + η)(3− η + (1 + η)Rm)− ∆2(3 + η)

16(1 + η)K− ∆2(3 + η)
, (17)

π∗c =
2(3 + η)K(1− Rm)

2

16(1 + η)K− (3 + η)∆2 , (18)

τ∗c =
∆(3 + η)2(1− Rm)

16(1 + η)K− (3 + η)∆2 (19)

2.4. Subsection

From the recovery channels M, R, and C, through the reverse induction method, the
available equilibrium solutions are:

〈 p∗d,M = 4K(1+η)(1+Rm)−∆2(3+η)
8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

p∗t,R = 32K(1+η)3(3−η+(1+η)Rm)+∆2(3+η)2[(1−η)Rm−5+3η]

4[32(1+η)3K−∆2(1+η)(3+η)2]

p∗t,c = 4K(1+η)(3−η+(1+η)Rm)−∆2(3+η)
16(1+η)K−∆2(3+η)

,

〈 τ∗m = ∆(3+η)(1−Rm)
8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

τ∗R = ∆(3+η)2(1−Rm)

32(1+η)2K−(3+η)2∆2

τ∗c = ∆(3+η)2(1−Rm)
16(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

,

〈 π∗m = K(3+η)(1−Rm)2

8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

π∗R = 4(1+η)(3+η)K(1−Rm)2

32(1+η)2K−(3+η)2∆2

π∗c = 2(3+η)K(1−Rm)2

16(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

.
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As shown in Table 1, this article compares independent producer recycling (M) and
commissioned third-party recycling (C). Based on 0 < η < 1 the competition between
channels should be a number between (0,1). So (1 + Rm) < (3− η + (1 + η)Rm), and
8(1 + η)K− (3 + η)∆2 < 16(1 + η)K− ∆2(3 + η), the optimal channel price for indepen-
dent recycling by the producer is higher than the commissioned third party. This article
compares trusted affiliate and third-party recycling:

∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2 > ∆2(3 + η),

4
[
32(1 + η)3K− ∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2

]
< 4

[
32(1 + η)K− ∆2 (3+η)2

(1+η)

]
,

4
[

32(1 + η)K− ∆2 (3+η)2

(1+η)

]
< 4

[
32(1 + η)K− ∆2(1 + η)

]
4
[
32(1 + η)K− ∆2(1 + η)

]
> 16(1 + η)K− ∆2(3 + η)

.

Table 1. Comparison of selection modes of producer recycling channels.

Model p Compare Results

Model M 4K(1+η)(1+Rm)−∆2(3+η)
8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

p∗d,M > p∗t,cModel R 32K(1+η)3(3−η+(1+η)Rm)+∆2(3+η)2[(1−η)Rm−5+3η]

4[32(1+η)3K−∆2(1+η)(3+η)2]

Model C 4K(1+η)(3−η+(1+η)Rm)−∆2(3+η)
16(1+η)K−∆2(3+η)

τ

Model M ∆(3+η)(1−Rm)
8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

τ∗m > τ∗c > τ∗RModel R ∆(3+η)2(1−Rm)

32(1+η)2K−(3+η)2∆2

Model C ∆(3+η)2(1−Rm)
16(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

π

Model M K(3+η)(1−Rm)
2

8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

π∗R > π∗m > π∗cModel R 4(1+η)(3+η)K(1−Rm)
2

32(1+η)2K−(3+η)2∆2

Model C 2(3+η)K(1−Rm)
2

16(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

64K(1 + η)3(1 + Rm) > 8(8K(1 + η)(1 + Rm)) > 8K(1 + η)(1 + Rm), therefore, it is
impossible to reach the optimum level of recycling between the commissioned affiliate and
the third party.

From the perspective of comparing the recovery rates of independent producer recy-
cling, commissioned affiliate recycling, and third-party recycling:

〈 τ∗m = ∆(3+η)(1−Rm)
8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

τ∗R = ∆(3+η)2(1−Rm)

32(1+η)2K−(3+η)2∆2

τ∗c = ∆(3+η)2(1−Rm)
16(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

.

From the above formula: because 0 < η < 1, τM, τR, τc ∈ [0, 1], so:
32(1 + η)2K = 2× 16(1 + η)(1 + η)K > 16(1 + η)K > 8(1 + η)K, that is, the recovery
rate is highest when the producer recycles independently, followed by entrusting third
parties and affiliate.
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When comparing profit rates:

〈 π∗m = K(3+η)(1−Rm)2

8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

π∗R = 4(1+η)(3+η)K(1−Rm)2

32(1+η)2K−(3+η)2∆2

π∗c = 2(3+η)K(1−Rm)2

16(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

.

16(1 + η)K − 2(3 + η)∆2 < 16(1 + η)K − (3 + η)∆2, therefore, it can be seen that
the profit rate of independent recycling by producers is higher than that of entrusting
third-party recycling. 3 + η < 4, 32(1 + η)K − 4(3 + η)∆2 < 32(1 + η)K − (3 + η)2∆2.
1
4
(3+η)
1+η < 1, 1

4
(3+η)
1+η

2
< (3+η)

1+η , 1
4
(3+η)
1+η

2
< (3+η)

1+η < (3 + η). It can be seen that the profit rate
of independent recycling by producers is lower than that of recycling by commissioned
affiliates.

Finally, from the comparison of third-party recycling channels, we can simplify:

4(1 + η)3K− 1
32

∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2 < 4(1 + η)K− 1
4

∆2(3 + η)

〈 pd,M
∗ = 4K(1+η)(1+Rm)−∆2(3+η)

8(1+η)K−(3+η)∆2

pt,R
∗ =

K(1+η)3(3−η+(1+η)Rm)+ 1
32 ∆2(3+η)2[(1−η)Rm−5+3η]

4(1+η)3K− 1
32 ∆2(1+η)(3+η)2

pt,c
∗ =

K(1+η)(3−η+(1+η)Rm)− 1
4 ∆2(3+η)

4(1+η)K− 1
4 ∆2(3+η)

,

due to 1 + η > 1,K(1 + η)3(3− η + (1 + η)Rm) > 4K(1 + η)(1 + Rm) and 8(1 + η)K
−(3 + η)∆2 > 8(1 + η)K − ∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2, 8(1 + η)K − ∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2 > 4(1 + η)3K
− 1

32 ∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2. The channel price of the producer’s self-recovery is higher than
that of the entrusted affiliate; K(1 + η)(3− η + (1 + η)Rm) > K(1 + η)(3− η + (1 + η)Rm)

− 1
4 ∆2(3 + η), 4(1 + η)3K− 1

32 ∆2(1 + η)(3 + η)2 < 4(1 + η)K− 1
4 ∆2(3 + η), the cost of en-

trusting sellers to recycle is higher than that of authorized third parties [24]. Comparing
the recycling methods, the recycling rate of the recycling network built by the producer
is the highest. Comparing channel prices, the lowest channel price is from entrusting to a
third party [25]. Therefore, the recycling of lead-acid batteries should adopt a third-party
socialized recycling model. With the maximization of profits, a high recovery rate can
be achieved.

3. Results and Discussion

By implementing the extended producer responsibility system, the lead-acid battery
recycling method stipulates the producer’s responsibility [26]. In the recycling process,
what then is the actual preference of the producer? In the recycling, storage, and transfer
stage, what production options do producers have? Understanding the producers’ im-
portance in the recycling process and solving existing problems can promote the orderly
execution of producers’ responsibility performance [27]. Based on the survey data on
the recycling behavior of lead battery producers, we learned about the production and
operation costs, recycling, storage, transfer, disposal, and reuse of the company. To assess
the performance of the responsibility extension system of lead-acid battery manufacturers,
we verified the above theoretical analysis.

To analyze the production, recycling, and reuse behaviors of lead-acid battery man-
ufacturers, we investigated many lead-acid battery manufacturers. We mainly selected
Lin’an District in Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, Jingxiu District in Baoding City, Hebei
Province, and Xiangyang City, Hubei Province. We conducted behavior analyses of en-
terprises in Fancheng District and Changxing County in Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province.
These four companies are all lead battery manufacturers operating for many years. They
have extensive experience in the recycling and reuse of lead-acid batteries. The four compa-
nies have established a reverse recycling network for lead-acid waste batteries that meets
the inspection requirements in this section.
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First, we investigated the production of lead-acid batteries in the sample enterprises.
As shown in Figure 7, from the perspective of the average annual output of lead batteries,
the highest output was 102 million/kVAh for enterprises in Huzhou; in terms of average
annual sales, the highest was 238.9 million/kVAh for a company in Xiangyang. In addition,
the company had the most significant yearly recycling and processing volume of waste
lead batteries, which were 12.75 million/kVAh and 1260/kVAh, respectively. It can be
inferred that this did not wholly match the average annual output and annual recycling
processing volume for lead-acid battery producers. More lead batteries are produced, but
the recycling rate should be lower [28,29].

Figure 7. Production and operation overview of sample enterprises.

We further examined the main cost links in the lead-acid battery producers’ recycling
and reuse processes. As shown in Figure 8, most companies indicated that the cost was
mainly the result of reuse and recycling in lead storage battery processing.

Figure 8. Links of recovery and reprocessing costs.

After further investigation, we found that the Hangzhou enterprises’ lead storage battery
manufacturer adopted a self-built recycling network. Its recycling cost was about 267 CNY/ton
in carrying out the recycling and processing of waste lead storage batteries. The Xiangyang
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enterprises chose the method of multi-enterprise joint recycling. The utilization rate of the
Xiangyang enterprises’ recycling network was 10%, and the recycling cost was 185 CNY/ton.
From the perspective of cost recovery, the theoretical model of this article was also derived.
When comparing independent producer recycling (M) and commissioning third-party recy-
cling, based on 2

[
4K(1 + η)(1 + Rm)− ∆2(3 + η)

]
< 8K(1 + η)(1 + Rm)−∆2(3 + η)2, and

2
[
8(1 + η)K− (3 + η)∆2] < 16(1 + η)K− ∆2(3 + η), the conclusion was relatively high in

terms of the price level of the company’s self-built recycling network.
When comparing the prices of commissioned affiliate and third parties, we found

64K(1 + η)3(1 + Rm) > 8(8K(1 + η)(1 + Rm)) > 8K(1 + η)(1 + Rm). Therefore, it was
impossible to reach the recovery costs of a trusted affiliate or third-party recyclers from
corporate recovery costs. We further verified this from the perspective of the recovery rate.

When investigating whether the company had a self-built waste lead battery recycling
system, we saw that all four companies had established a recycling system. Different com-
panies chose the waste lead storage, battery recycling, and reuse based on their production
and management characteristics. As shown in Figure 9, except for a lead storage battery
company in Hangzhou, which used a self-built recycling network, all used a combination of
independent recycling and joint recycling. Among them, 90% of the recycling in Xiangyang
enterprises came in the form of multi-enterprise communal recycling (commissioned affil-
iate). The company’s average annual processing volume of waste lead storage batteries
reached 12.6 million tons, and the unit recycling cost was only 7970 CNY/ton; the Huzhou
lead storage battery manufacturer, through its self-built recycling network, had an average
annual recycling rate of 61–70%, but the cost was about 8700 CNY/ton, reaching the highest
recovery cost of the four companies. This verified the conclusion of this article: that the
relatively high price was in the form of independent recovery by the producer.

Figure 9. Compotion of the sample companies’ recycling systems.

Next, in terms of the main costs of recycling and processing waste lead batteries,
as shown in Figure 10, most companies said they mainly occurred in the recycling and
reuse stage. If they can be reduced, the recycling rate will be effectively improved. This

conclusion was related to the theoretically derived Rm − (Rm − Rr)
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)3
, and only

when recycling can bring specific cost savings and corporate benefits will producers be
enthusiastic about repurchasing waste lead batteries. Figure 7 compares the average annual
output, sales, recycling, and disposal of lead-acid batteries in these four companies. It can
be seen that their average yearly output and sales volume were respectively higher than
the average annual recycling volume and processing volume for Xiangyang and Huzhou
enterprises. We learned that companies used recycled lead as a percentage of the overall
material in the production process of new batteries. As shown in Figure 10, a lead storage
battery company in Baoding City reached 90%. It was followed by the enterprises in
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Xiangyang City, which reached 70%. About 40–50% of the enterprises in Hangzhou and
Huzhou used recycled lead from waste lead batteries that were independently recycled.
Enterprises in Baoding and Xiangyang also accounted for more than 95%, and enterprises
in Huzhou accounted for 20%.

Figure 10. Utilization of recycled lead in lead-acid battery manufacturers.

In Figure 7, we also find that Hangzhou companies’ recycling and processing volume
was lower than the average annual sales volume and output, which differed from the other
three companies. Why were there such high recovery and high processing rates but low
sales volume and output? Does the high cost in the recycling phase of waste lead storage
batteries affect the total production of lead storage batteries? To further examine the recov-
ery costs of lead battery manufacturers, we further conducted a questionnaire survey on
eight lead battery manufacturers, including Henan-Jiyuan, Shandong-Qufu, Hebei-Xiongan
New District, Zhejiang-Huzhou, Jiangsu-Huai’an and Hubei, China–Xiangyang, including
four lead storage battery production enterprises, three regenerated lead enterprises, and
one professional recycling enterprise.

Based on the completeness and accuracy of data collection, we screened them for
further comparison between the Qufu, Xiangyang, and Huzhou enterprises. The three
companies were all lead-acid battery manufacturers. The basic production situation
of the enterprises is shown in Figure 11. The average annual production capacity of
lead-acid batteries was 2.6 million/kVAh, the average annual recycling capacity was
700,000/kVAh, and the average annual processing capacity was 700,000/kVAh for en-
terprises in Qufu. The average annual production volume, sales volume, and process-
ing volume of enterprises in Huzhou City reached the highest value of the three com-
panies, 576 million/kVAh (2 million tons), 34.56 million/kVAh (1.2 million tons), and
206.0 million/KVA (700,000 tons). The enterprises in Xiangyang City followed, with
27,985,500/kVA, 14,306,400/kVA, and 14.9692 million/kVA. These three companies’ an-
nual production volume was greater than the average annual processing and recycling
volume. Except for the average annual recycling volume of enterprises in Huzhou City,
which was less than the average annual processing volume, the other two enterprises
were the same. In the form of recycling, the Qufu company’s recycling of waste lead
batteries mainly adopted the form of recycling by the company’s self-built network (60%).
It mainly took the form of multi-enterprise joint recycling for enterprises in Huzhou City
and Xiangyang City (85 and 89.35%). However, the enterprises in Huzhou City that chose
multi-enterprise joint recycling failed to achieve the same effect of the average annual
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processing volume and recycling volume of Xiangyang enterprises. The reasons can be
inferred from the following points:

1. The cost of self-recovery of waste lead batteries by enterprises: Qufu City was 7500 CNY/ton,
Xiangyang City was 7970 CNY/ton, Huzhou City was 8650 CNY/ton, which was the
highest. That is, the repurchase price b was higher and maxπR∗

R
b

was lower;

2. When comparing the types of recycling enterprises entrusting to a third party, the
unit cost of recycling waste lead batteries was 7600 CNY/ton for Qufu enterprises
and 8560 CNY/ton for Huzhou enterprises (Xiangyang enterprises did not entrust to
third parties for recycling). At this time, the repurchase price b for charging a third
party for recycling was also higher. maxπc

c
τ

greatly increased the cost of using recycled

lead in production enterprises;

3. We inferred Rm − (Rm − Rr)
( tcycle

ttotal
∗ 100

)3
from the theoretical model. When the lead

battery manufacturer’s remanufacturing cost advantage was higher than the recycling
cost, companies were more enthusiastic about recycling waste lead batteries. The unit
investment in fixed assets was about 11,000 CNY/ton in the production line of waste
lead storage battery processing and utilization of enterprises in Huzhou City. This
cost was higher than the investment levels of the enterprises in Xiangyang and Qufu,
which increased the cost of the production of recycled lead.

Figure 11. Basic situation of enterprise production.

When comparing the average annual recovery rates of the three companies, the average
annual recovery rate of recycled lead batteries was 31–40% for enterprises in Qufu City,
51–60% for enterprises in Xiangyang City, and 61–70% for enterprises in Huzhou City. The
average annual recovery rate of enterprises in Huzhou City was higher than that of the
other two enterprises. These enterprises adopted the method of self-recycling waste lead
batteries. Their average annual profit was higher than that of enterprises in Qufu and
Xiangyang, which was about CNY 50–100 million. This result was consistent with the
outcome of the theoretical derivation in this paper:

1. First of all, the profit margin of independent recycling by producers is higher than
that of entrusted third-party recycling, but the price level is also relatively high, which
will affect the cost of enterprises using recycled lead to put into production;

2. The optimal channel price for independent recycling by producers is higher than that
of commissioned affiliate and third-party collectors. Compared with companies that
recycle independently, companies that commission affiliates or third parties to recycle
have an average annual recovery rate that is generally higher than that of companies
that choose self-recycling networks;
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3. Compared with the self-recycling method, except for enterprises in Xiangyang City,
when a third party was entrusted to recycle, the recycling price of enterprises in Qufu
was 100 CNY/ton lower than that of the entrusted third party, and 50 CNY/ton lower
than that of enterprises in Huzhou. Compared with other companies, similar results
also appeared. Enterprises in Xiong’an New Area independently recycled waste lead
batteries. The average unit price was about 700 CNY/ton lower than that of entrusted
third parties, and 500 CNY/ton lower for enterprises in Yantai;

4. In terms of the cost of dismantling and processing waste lead storage batteries, Xi-
angyang enterprises needed to invest 1400 CNY/ton, while Huzhou enterprises only
needed to invest 650 CNY/ton. The theoretical derivation conditions of this paper
∆ = Rm − Rr were that in the remanufacturing process, when the saved cost was
lower, dismantling waste lead batteries was higher. Because of dismantling costs,
Xiangyang enterprises adopted independent recycling methods to carry out recy-
cling and reuse activities, reducing the company’s profit level. The three companies
all stated that the extraction of recycled lead from waste lead batteries would save
10–20% of the cost of production compared to the production of directly using lead
raw materials.

4. Conclusions

It is necessary to implement the extended producer responsibility system and en-
courage enterprises to independently recycle and reuse waste lead batteries. This is an
effective measure to increase the resource recovery rate. The extended producer responsi-
bility system is a long-term and orderly implementation method. It is also an important
measure to promote a green and low-carbon cycle and reduce environmental pollution.
From the perspective of selecting recycling methods for lead-acid battery producers, this
article analyzed the profits of companies’ selection of recycling channels. It provides a
reference for exploring the optimal path for lead-acid battery producers to fulfill the EPR
system. The specific conclusions are as follows: (1) The profit of the enterprise affects
whether the producer performs the EPR responsibility. Recycling rate, corporate yield, and
recycling price determine how producers choose to recycle used lead batteries and each
participant’s strategic choices. (2) When the manufacturer elects to recycle independently,
the recycling rate increases the recycling price. This increases the production cost of the
company’s recycled lead. (3) In terms of cost savings and profit levels in recycling, each
has its advantages for its independent recycling and entrusted affiliate recycling channels.
When the input cost is high, and the producers cannot establish a separate reverse recycling
channel, they will choose the two recycling channels. Companies that are more inclined to
corporate profits and recovery rates may choose to commission affiliates to recover.

Based on this, this article proposes: (1) The government should further optimize
the institutional environment for producers to perform EPR and ensure the standardized
implementation of the EPR system. The enthusiasm of production enterprises to participate
in the performance of the EPR system should be increased and market access strictly
controlled. (2) For those compliant producers who choose to recycle themselves, the
government can help them establish a reverse recycling network. However, China has
introduced a series of management policies to recycle and reuse waste lead batteries.
Legislation on solid waste recycling has also been enacted. Tax incentives are given to
renewable resource enterprises. However, because of the vast and scattered sources of waste
lead storage batteries, the emergence of informal enterprises and individuals seeking illegal
benefits has frequently caused problems in the unlawful disposal of waste lead storage
batteries, causing environmental pollution. Therefore, in further optimizing the recycling
system of waste lead storage batteries, we can jointly encourage producers to recycle with
professional recycling companies. The government must promote the establishment of a
co-construction recycling network and reverse recovery channels must be established to
reduce the cost pressure on producers. In supply chain management, the principal value of
producers, sellers, and third parties should be fully explored. While effectively increasing
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the recycling rate, it also enhances the autonomy and enthusiasm of participating entities.
(3) In implementing EPR responsibilities, the government should continuously improve
the reward and punishment mechanism. Under the effective incentives of the reward
and punishment mechanism, production companies will be more motivated to establish
a reverse logistics supply chain, innovate green lead-acid battery networked production
technology, and improve the efficiency of waste lead-acid battery reuse. This will reduce the
original pollution sources of lead-acid batteries when the production process is transferred
to the recycling and regeneration process.

This paper analyzed the optimal recycling path for lead batteries in China. Since
the empirical evidence in this paper was mainly based on questionnaires, the collected
data were also cross-sectional. Future research can use a follow-up survey to examine
the ways manufacturers choose to recycle lead batteries, and the time can be increased
to 3–5 years. The indexes examined can also be extended to include policies and market
conditions, using empirical analysis to investigate the choice behavior of producers in
recycling lead batteries.
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